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STM Studio Supplies is proud to present our range of 

Mirrorl i te™ Glassless Mylar Mirrors 
	  

 
What are they? – Most simply, they are a polyester membrane that is stretched and heat shrunk over a 
lightweight aluminium frame creating a lightweight and easily moved, hung or flown mirror.  
 
Mirrorlite™ Mylar Glassless Mirrors are a technological 
breakthrough. They offer unparalleled safety and ease of 
installation. Because they are not made with glass they 
offer several benefits over traditional glass mirrors, such 
as being super lightweight, completely shatterproof and 
have the ability to be installed just about anywhere.  
 
Mirrorlite™ mirrors expand reflection beyond the 
practical limitations of conventional glass mirrors. The 
unique construction process provides optical clarity, 
ghostless images and distortion-free color previously 
found only in more expensive front surface glass 
mirrors. Lightweight and portable, they require no 

complex mounting system and can be mounted as a 
rollaway rehearsal mirror.  

Will they work for me? - Mirrorlite™ mirrors are a 
perfect replacement for heavy, traditional glass mirrors 
in environments such as dance studios, gyms, physical 
therapy centres, schools, theatres, building lobbies, or 
anywhere else that you would need a high quality, 
lightweight, unbreakable reflective surface.  

As the mirror film has so little mass and the air space 
behind the film is ventilated through the core, a 
Mirrorlite™ Mirror is virtually free from condensation 
and fog in areas such as bathroom, swimming pools 
and ideal for hot yoga studios.  

Not recommended when balls and other flying missiles are in 
use. 

Mylar	  Panel 
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How do I install them? - A Mirrorlite™ Glassless Mirror may be applied to any flat surface with little or 
no preparation. Because of its light weight, wall inserts and supports are eliminated. The mirror can be 
mounted directly to finished plaster, wood panelling and interior partitioning.  

STM Studio Supplies has a range of fixed angle and adjustable rollaway frames for hire and purchase 

How do I clean my Mylar Mirror? – Because the mirror surface is 
non-static, the frequency of cleaning is minimized. However, a 
regular weekly maintenance program that removes dirt and debris 
before it becomes visible is much better than an occasional “Spring 
Clean” which has with it a greater potential for scratching from the 
accumulated grime. When cleaning, moving and placing panels, 
wear cotton gloves to prevent transfer of fingerprints or dirt from 
your hands. 
 
If your glassless mirror has accumulated excessive dust and debris, 
before attempting to clean the mirror, A “Swiffer”, feather duster or 
synthetic equivalent can work well for this. They remove larger 
debris before wiping, thus reducing the chance of scratching. Or use 

a can of compressed air (which can be found in most photographic and electronics stores) to blow away 
all dust and debris.  
 

DO NOT USE PAPER TOWEL as these are abrasive and could damage the Mylar. 

A Mirrorlite™ Mirror can be cleaned with a non-abrasive liquid household cleaner like Windex or Johnson's 
"Kleen n' Shine". A soft lint-free cotton cloth should be used to apply the cleaner.  It is the nature of front 
surface mirrors to develop small scratches over time. This doesn’t affect the reflection once you step back 
from the mirror. Should the surface become lightly scratched, it can be restored by applying a carnauba 
wax which is available in hardware stores, and polishing with a soft cloth. 

Do not use abrasive, alcohol, glycol or ammonia based cleaners to clean either surface. Other cleaners 
that should be avoided include ketones, halogens, kitchen scouring compounds, aromatics and solvents 
such as thinners, acetone, gasoline, benzene and tetrachloride. Any cleaner that is abrasive or strong 
enough to eat through the surface should be avoided. A weak nonabrasive detergent mix in a spritzer 
lightly applied will work best. Always use a clean lint free cloth or preferably micro fiber cloth and avoid 
rubbing hard or in circular motions. 
Turn the cloth often always keeping a clean side to the acrylic. It is most important to avoid rubbing the 
dirt on the surface as it this dirt that causes the scratching. Rinse with clear clean water, which you may 
also apply with a spritzer, spot drying with a clean chamois or microfibre cloth to prevent water spotting. 
This will remove any residual detergent, which by its slightly sticky nature will attract more dirt. 
 
What about scratches and holes? - The air space behind the film allows it to flex under minor impact. 
While the film is extremely strong, a hard blow may dent the surface. This can be removed with a hot air 
blower. A sharp instrument can penetrate the surface. However, the 
penetration will not run and the remainder of the surface will be 
undisturbed. We have the repair tape available.   
 
What about wrinkles and dents? - A hair dryer or heat gun can be used 
to remove wrinkles from the mirror. Hold hair dryer 3-5cm away from  
the mirror. Move in a circular fashion, working towards outside edge. 
Always keep the hair dryer moving in order to avoid burning the mirror 
film.  
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How can I protect my mirror? – We have covers available that suit all sizes of rollaway styles and 
can arrange curtains for your wall mounted versions. 
 
This all sounds too good to be true! Can I see a sample before I commit? – We have samples 
available for $25 + postage. The cost will be refunded on your initial purchase.  
 
Sounds great, how do I get one? – Call or email the office, 02 9417 3000, 
sales@stmstudiosupplies.com and we will forward a quote.  
 
What about delivery? – We have shipped these mirrors throughout Australia and New Zealand. 
Please read our shipping information, http://www.stmstudiosupplies.com/resources.htm or 
contact the office for a copy. These do make for large consignments and are packed in reinforced 
cardboard crates for shipping. The dimensions will depend on the size and quantity of panels. Two 
panels can fit in one crate so makes sense to buy two at a time! If you are purchasing the rollaway 
styles, we pack the feet in a separate box and assembly is quite simple.  
 

 
Wall Mounted Rollaway Cloth Covers 

 

 
 
 
 

 
In response to numerous requests we 
have accessorized Rollaway studio 
mirrors, with a soft cover option to 
protect them when you are not around.  

Available Panel Sizes 
All prices include GST 

 

Rollaway  
All prices include GST 

 

 Cloth Cover  
All prices include GST 

 

 

1.8m x 1.5m GMSP1815 
 

$1435 1.8m x 1.5m GMLR1815 
Lightweight Fixed 
Angle Rollaway 
 

$1745 Mirror Cover – Cloth 
MC1815 

$145 

1.8m x 1.8m GMSP1818 
 

$1690 1.8m x 1.8m GMLR1818 
Lightweight Fixed 
Angle Rollaway 
 

$1970 Mirror Cover – Cloth 
MC1818 

$145 

2.4m x 1.2m GMSP2412 
 

$1250 2.4m x 1.2m GMLR2412 
Lightweight Fixed 
Angle Rollaway   
 

$1575 Mirror Cover – Cloth 
MC2412 

$175 

2.4m x 1.5m GMSP2415 
 

$1655 2.4m x 1.5m GMLR2415 
Lightweight Fixed 
Angle Rollaway   
 

$2205 Mirror Cover – Cloth 
MC2415 

$175 

Mirror Repair Tape T15 
1.9cm W x 4.5m L 

$85.00  Sample MS1, refunded on 
purchase 
15cm W x 23cm H x 3cm D 

$25.00 

 
Our usual leadtime is 3 weeks from payment, depending on availability. This does not include transport times. 

Our shipping information is available on request, or go to http://www.stmstudiosupplies.com/resources.htm to download 
 

	  


